INTRODUCTION
The treatment of major osseous defects in orthopedic oncology is dominated by surgical techniques which should be able to preserve the affected limb while performing an adequate eradication of the tumor. Radical measures such as amputations, rotation-plasty or arthrodeses are avoided as far as possible, from an oncologic point of view. 1 The endoprosthetic reconstruction is a widely accepted lower limb-salvage alternative to reconstruct considerable bone loss, especially new expandable models for skeletally-immature patients. We report our results with the implantation of a non-invasive magnetic expandable endoprosthesis in an adult female after two surgical revision failures for distal femoral grade 2 chondrosarcoma recurrence and consequent lower limb discrepancy (LLD). To our knowledge, this is the second study presenting application of magnetic expandable endoprosthesis in adults and the fi rst in Italy. 2 (Fig. 1) . 2 In September 1989, the tumor was resected and a Kotz's modular cementless prosthesis was implanted without complications (Fig. 2) . In April 2007, X-ray, CT exams and new biopsy showed prosthetic components breakage and a local recurrence in the knee, but the patient refused any surgical intervention (Fig. 3) . In September 2009, imaging showed a further growing of tumoral relapse in the anterior-medial region of the knee (Fig. 4 ). (Table 1) .
CASE REPORT

In July 1989, X-ray exams and incisional biopsy of a 30-year-old woman's left distal femur showed the presence of a chondrosarcoma as Evans Grade
DISCUSSION
Recently, expandable prostheses have been a topic of growing interest among surgeons who deal with limb salvage surgery in pediatric population. 6 In the management of chondrosarcoma a complete surgical removal of the tumor, along with a wide margin of healthy tissue, has historically been the preferred treatment. Most chondrosarcomas do not respond to chemotherapy or radiation therapy. This makes surgical management crucial. Amputation is only used occasionally for advanced or recurrent disease. At the fi rst local recurrence we immediately suggested amputation surgery to the patient, but she refused. The strength of expandable prosthesis is the possibility of accompanying the musculoskeletal growth, like the experience of Gupta. 7 Recent studies identifi ed the opportunity to applicate expandable prosthesis also in adults). Lengthening of an endoprosthesis can be accomplished by replacing modular components but with the consecutive surgical trauma to the surrounding soft tissues. Sewell 8 was the fi rst to present application of an extendable endoprosthetic replacement in 9 skeletally-mature patients with consequent lower limb discrepancy recovering. Application is restricted to adult patients with a chronic prosthetic failure, developing a progressive shortening of the affected limb, with soft tissues retraction. The need for anesthesia and the frequent skin incisions required to access the double spindle mechanism can lead to infective complications and subsequent failure. In order to reduce these risks, Baumgart 9 developed a new model which combined the advantages of a modular customized nail with a telescopic component and encapsulated motor drive. The whole system is fully implantable and elongation will be done by wireless energy transfer without surgery. In adults, authors prefer to elongate the prosthesis in small daily increments because of the age in order to avoid any neurovascular stress. This kind of surgery has made big steps toward but there are many issues to be solved, as reported in long-term studies: high percentage of infection, rare motor drive blockage, joint blockage, recurrence of disease and often amputation despite all the surgical interventions done during the years. 10 It represents an effective choice to restore lower limb length in patients with tumoral prosthesis failure associated with LLD, ensuring a good survival of the limb despite of the oncological prognosis. 11
CONCLUSION
The lower-limb salvage's new philosophy has delayed the amputation in our patient for 26 years but the functional and quality scores are generally similar between prosthetic and amputated limb. Furthers clinical and biomechanical studies must be carried out to evaluate the real utility of serial surgical operations on an oncological patient where healing is not achievable. Histology of recurrences is fundamental to guide the patient and the surgeon to postpone amputation decision.
